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SATISFIABILITY CHECKER
FOR PROPOSITIONAL TEMPORAL LOGIC

H.W. de Vries

ABSTRACT

This report presents a satisfiability checker for Propositional linear time Temporal Logic (PTL).
This program allows us to verify certain timing aspects of hardware, which means that some
specification can be tested to hold for some piece of hardware. In the program both the
specification and the hardware have to be stated in PTL. This reduces the verification problem to
testing the satisfiability for some PTL fonnula, which is done by trying to find a model for the
fonnula

The program is based on the Tableau Method for tempora! logic. This method describes the
construction of some state graph that gives the models for a PTL fonnula. Thus a fonnula is found
to be satisfiable if the construction of the state graph succeeds. The concepts of the pr<?gram are
fully outlined in this report.

The program was found to be rather slow with large fonnulas. Therefore some changes have been
considered next. First it was tried to add hierarchy to the construction of modeIs, which resulted in
the implementation of model and -ing. And further it was tried to keep fonnulas simple by
omitting some unnecessary substitutions. These changes did not really improve perfonnance
however.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With growing complexity, reliability of designs has become essential in recent years. Therefore
nowadays verification is an important aspect in the field of automatic hardware synthesis. There
are many ways to verify the correctness of hardwàre, but as most important must be considered
simulation and formal proof. With simulation some piece of hardware is modelled and the
response for certain input is simulated on a computer. To verify correctness simulation must be
done either exhaustive or by test case generation. With exhaustive simulation every ~onceivable

input is considered, whereas test case generation restricts itself to some set of input that the
designer expects to be sufficient.

In formal proof a piece of hardware is proved to be mathematically correct with regard to some set
of specifications. These specifications may relate to either functional correctness, safety properties
or liveness properties. In order to produce such aproof both the hardware and the specification
require a formalism that allows us to reason about them: the hardware description language and
specification language. There are many ways to deal with formal verification; in [Clarke, 1986] for
example the hardware is presented in a state graph and the specifications stated in temporal logic
are tested on it. In [Fujita, 1986] PROLOG was used to describe the hardware. Temporal logic
may be regarded the most common description language. Here we must make a distinction
between linear time temporal logic (e.g. Propositional Temporal Logic (p1L) and Extended
Temporal Logic (E1L» and branching time temporallogic (e.g. Computation Tree Logic (CTL».

The choice of the description language will depend on the hardware, that one wants to reason
about. Here it must be noted that a more generallanguage will require more time to verify some
circuit. In our approach both hardware and specification will be given in Propositionallinear time
Temporal Logic. This will reduce the verification problem to testing the satisfiability of some PTL
fonnula. This approach is different from others that only used temporal logic to state the
specifications.

In this report we will start in chapter 2 with a description of Propositional Temporal Logic, which
is an extension of ordinary logic. Next in chapter 3 the concepts of the satisfiability process will
be given. This includes the tableau generation and model extraction method. In chapter 4 the
program will be discussed and illustrated with a simple example. And in chapter 5 some changes
will be considered that may improve performance. These changes will be referred to as model
and -ing and omission of substitutions. Finally some additional aspects will be discussed in
chapter 6, followed by the conclusions in chapter 7.

The work for this report has been based on the article of G. Venkatesh: "Modeling and
Verification of Digital Systems using Temporal Logic" [Venkatesh, 1987]. And a major
contribution has been made by my supervisor ir. G.LJ.M. Janssen, who himself has written some
articles on this topic (Janssen, 1989].
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2. PROPOSITIONAL LINEAR TIME TEMPORAL LOGIC

2.1 Introduction

When reasoning about hardware one must deal with time and temporal evolutions. Traditional
logic is not an adequate tooi to do this as it only deals with statie situations. Temporallogic is an
extension of traditionallogic that allows reasoning about dynamie troth with respect to time. The
dynamic character of troth is easily shown. Consider for example the statement: "It is raining".
This statement may he troe here and at this moment, but possibly not in another place or at another
time. However if we expand the statement to "It is raining here today" it is no 10nger dependent on
time or place and must he either true or false. Such fully specified statements are called
propositions. Truth may not only he dependent on time and place as it in this example, but also on
other conditions like temperature, pressure, etc.

In temporal logic time is regarded to he the only dependency for troth. To reason about dynamic
troth one must consider infinite sequences of states SO,sl>sz, .... describing the statie situations of
some temporal process at successive time instants [Manna, 1981]. We refer to these sequences as
models for the process. In each state troth assignments are given to a set of atomie propositions
which specify the process. As normally the set of propositions for a process is finite, the set of
(process) states will he limited also. In models some states will therefore have multiple
occurrences. Models are assumed to he periodical from some point on, which is related to the fact
that in general processes tend to have some inherent repetitive character. This last restriction is
necessary if we want to descrihe model formally in order to reason about them.

Models for a process can he presented graphically in a state transition graph as ilIustrated in figure
2-1. The model given consists of two states sa and SI associated with just one propositional
variabie p. The process starts out from initial state sa as indicated by the free arrow. Further time
progresses along the arrows in the graph. Thus the future hehaviour of the process or rather the
assignment to p is fully specified by the graph. The formal meaning of the model can easily be
found if we regard the possible state transitions in the graph. For the given model we find that
there is no restriction apart from the fact that p must he true in the initial state.

Figure 2·1. State transition graph

Now we may ask whether proposition p will ever become false once the process has started. It is
obvious that the troth of this question cannot he determined, since this just is not clear in the
process. As we want to reason about troth with regard to modeis, we impose a further restriction
on temporal logic modeis: only processes will he concemed which have an unique behaviour in
time, i.e. every state must have exactly one successor state. This variant of temporal logic is
referred to as Propositionallinear time Temporal Logic (PTL). In PTL models will consist of a
sequence of states which finally becomes an endless repetition of one or more states. The state
graphs for these sequences will he lasso-shaped. And as the future is fixed for every model, any
statement concerning propositions in future states has a propositional character and it must he
either true or false.
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Next to PTL we distinguish branching time temporallogic, in which models are allowed to branch
in the future. Thus every state may have more than one successor. In branching time logic troth is
mostly existential, since we must consider different paths in a single model. In [Ben-Ari, 1981] an
implementation of this logic can he found and in [Lamport, 1980] the differences hetween PTL
and branching time temporallogic are outlined.

2.2 PTL syntax andjormalisation

In traditionallogic there exist two primitive operators..., (not) and v (or). Other operators like 1\

(and), -+ (implication) and H (equivalence) can he stated in tenns of primitive ones.
Propositions and operators are used to construct fonnulas and to reason about static truth. A
propositional variabie or proposition is a declarative statement that can he assigned a troth value
(true or false).

PTL adds four temporal operators to ordinary propositional logic: 0 next, 0 always (or
henceforth), 0 sometime (or eventually) and U strong until. Intuitively one may say:

Always: Op means that p is true now and in all future instants (states),

Sometime: op means that either pis true now or it will he in some future instant,

Next: op means that p is true in the next instant and

Until: p Uq means that q is true now or q will he true in some future instant and p is true
in all preceding instants.

The until operator used in PTL is said to he strong because it requires the eventual fulfillment of
the second operand. This unlike the so-called weak until Uw that may he defined in tenns of
strong until:

fUwg =fUg v of.

As in traditionallogic derived operators can also he defined. For example:

While (weak): p Wq =p Uw...,q means thatp is true at least as long as q is true,

Before (weak): p Bq = ...,(...,p Uq) means that if ever p will become true this happens strictly
hefore (not at the same time instant) the fust instant that q is true.

Fonnulas in PTL are constructed from the propositional variables, the operators of traditional
logic and the temporal operators. The fonnation mies used are:

(1) every proposition is a PTL fonnula,

(2) iffand g are fonnulas, so arefv g, of, of, of, ofandfUg.

The truth of a PTL fonnula is uniquely defined with regard to some model. Models for a fonnula
f (with a set Pj of propositional variables) are generally specified with respect to a strocture.5f. =
(S,5\C,7t), where S is a finite set of states (SO,S1>S2' ••• ,s,,), 5\C: S -+ Sa total successor function
giving for each state a unique next state and 7t: S x Pj -+ {true,false} a truth-assignmem giving a
troth value to each propositional variabie in each state [Wolper, 1983].

An interpretation or model for PTL consists of a structure .5f. and a particular initial state s.
Depending on the initial state a structure .5f. descrihes one or more modeis. The truth of a PTL
fonnula is now inductively defined relative to some model <.5f. ,s >, where s may he some fixed

- 3-
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state in~:

<~,s > 1= p iff 1t(s,p) = true for propositional variabIe p,

<~,s> I=,fiffnot«~,s> I=f),

<~,s> I=fvgiff<~,s> I=for<~,s> I=g,

<~,s> I=Ofiff<~.9{](s» I=f.

<~,s> l=<>fiff3i~O <~,9{i(S» I=f,

<~,s> l=ofiff'v'i~O <~,9{j(s» I=f,

<~,s > 1= fU g iff 3 j~O {<~,9{i(S» 1= g and 'v'OSj<i <~ ,9{j(s» 1= f},

where 9{i(S) denotes to the i rh successor of state s for i> 0 and 9{°(s) = s.

Similar definitions for the other logical operators can easily be derived using standard theorems of
propositionallogic:

f I\g = ,fv,g,
f~g =,fvg,
f H g = (f~ g) v (g ~ f).

A model <~ ,s > implicitly defines a truth assignment function for the set of propositions Pf for an
infinite sequence of states. Therefore models may also be regarded as an assignment function
~(Pf)' where ~i(Pf) will denote the truth assignment for the set ~ in the i 1h state of the infinite
sequence SO,s] ,.... ,Si, ..... In future <~,s>. <~(~).s> and ~(Pf) will all refer to some model for
1 It should be noted that there are always infinitely many models (assignment functions), even
when Pf is restricted to just one proposition. For the nurnber of sequences of length N with two
possibilities (p and ,p) for every element is 2N and for models length is infinite. The set of all
conceivable models for a given formulafwill be referred to as the universe 'll(Pf ) (or just 'll if the
set of propositions is dear).

It may be useful to reason about formulas without concerning some fixed model and for this
purpose we introduce the terms satisfiability and validity. A PTI.. formula fis satisfiable, i.e. can
be made true, if we can find a model <~ ,s > such that <~,s > 1= fholds. Formally this is stated as

Definition 2-1: fis satisfiableiff3 <:.lt,s>e'U <~,s> 1=1

If a formu1a is true in a model we also say that the model, or sequence of states (since that is
uniqucly determined by the model), satisfies the formula. If a model satisfies a formula fit is
referred to as model for f. or even just as model if the connection to f is clear. Now we define
'M(f) as the set of all models for which the formulafis true:

Definition 2-2: 'M(f) = {<~,S>E 'lll<~,s> I=f}

(2-2)
(2-3)
(2-4)

And thus as a consequence

'v'me 7>f(J) m 1= f and 'v'm~ 7>f(j) m 1= ,f. (2-5)

It will be obvious that for every formula fthe union 'M(f) U 'M(,f) equals the universe 'll. If no
models exist for a formula and thus if 'M(f) is empty, the formula is a contradiction. A formula is
said to be valid if it holds for every conceivable model, notation: 1=1 Formally this is stated as

Definition 2-3: I=fiff'v'<:.lt,s>e'U <~,s> I=f(thus'M(f)= 'll).

We will adopt the term tautology introduced in propositional logic for valid formulas. Two
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fonnulas land g are said to be equivalent if =g) when ~ if H g) holds. It is important to notice
that a fonnula is not satisfiable if and only if its negation is a tautology.

It was stated before that in PTI.. truth of a fonnula is uniquely defined with regard to some model.
However as the fonnula I is true for the set models Uif), one may consider sets of models when
reasoning about a certain fonnula. A fonnula I is true for a set of models U, notation U ~f, if and
only ifIholds globally for all models m =<>I ,S > in U:

Definition 2·4: U ~ liff VmeM m ~ f

We also say that I is U -valid if U ~I holds, in accordance with the definition of validness in the
universe. Similarly U-satisfiability could also be defined:

Definition 2-5: lis U-satisfiable iff:3 meM m ~ f

Sets of models can be presented graphically just like ordinary PTI.. modeis. This could be done by
mapping the elements of the set one by one into the same graph. In the previous section for
example figure 2-1 presents the set of models U given by:

U = {mE 'U(p)1 m ~ p} = U(P).

A set of models is often specified by some temporal fonnula as here by p. The representation may
become difficult when this fonnula contains eventualities since that requires the expressions of
finite repetition. This could be obtained by labeling states with some additional conditions for the
modeis, i.e. fonnulas expressing the future behaviour of the modeis. For example the fonnula op
would result in the graph of figure 2-2.

Figure 2·2. The state graph for U(op)

EXAMPLE.

Given an inverter with unit delay we can construct a description in PTL. First we introduce two
propositions to present the logic level for input Pi" and output Pout. Thus we find the set of
propositions P = {Pi",Pout}. The fonnula describing the relation between input and output is now
given by:

O«Pj" ~ -, 0Pour) /\ (-'Pj" ~ 0Pout))·

This fonnula seems to include the causality of input and output. However causality cannot be
expressed in PTL: (a ~ b) = (-,b ~ -,a). Therefore it wilJ be better to use an equivalent that
clearly excludes causality:

- 5-
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(2-9)

(2-7)D(OpolII H 'Pin),

Now we want 10 derive the fuU set of models for which the forrnula holds. We consider the
couple (Pin,Pous), which can have four different assignments Xo to X3: (jalse,false), (jalse,true),
(true,false), (true,true). Thus in every state of the model one of these assignments is attached to
the propositions. Now to be a model for the inverter the assignment function of successive states
must be in accordance with the following restrictions:

Xo => O(XI VX3),

XI => O(XI v X3),
X2 => O(xo v X2),
X3 => o(xo v X2),

where => 0 is used to express the relation of the assignment function in present and next state of
the model. And further there is no restriction on the modeIs. Thus a very simple model for the
inverter could forrnaUy be given by:

<5I,so>: 5I = {S,9{,1t}, (2-10)
5 : {SO,SI}'

9{ :9{(so)=sland9{(sl)=so,
1t : 1t(sO,Pi") =jalse,1t(so,pous) =jalse,

1t(SIoPin) = true and1t(sl,pous) = true.

This model describes an infinite succession of the two states SO,SI ,SO,SIo .... and thus 10gether with
the assignment function the behaviour of the inverter when the a block wave is imposed on the
input In figure 2-3 the model is graphicaUy presented.

Figure 2-3. The state graph for some model for an inverter

Other more complex models are also easily derived from the relations given. However as there
are infinitely many models we will immediately derive the fuU set of models 'M(j) for the inverter
presented in a state graph. This graph consists of four states since there are four possible
assignments and the state transitions are given by the restriction for the assignment function. The
resulting graph is shown in figure 2-4. In the graph every path now describes a valid behaviour of
input and output signa! for the inverter and thus the inverter is fuUy specified by the graph.

2.3 Extension with auxiliary variables and QPTL

Sometimes it may be useful 10 introduce additional (auxiliary) variables 10 describe certain
processes in PTL. This would add hierarchy to the forrnulas and thus legibility could be improved.
An example of this lies in the construction of intervals to describe hardware behaviour [Fujita,
1986].

Consider for example two signals Pand Q and their relation: "Any low-to-high transition of Q is
preceded by one of P at most two time instants before". To state this properly in PTL we introduce
the auxiliary variables Tp and Tq 10 describe the 10w-1o-high transitions of P and Q, and I to
describe the intervals between all transitions Tq and the immediately preceding transitions Tp

(figure 2-5).
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Figure 2-4. State transition graph 9rf(f) for an inverter

p

Q

Figure 2·5. Relation for signals P and Q and the interval variabie /

Now the relation for Pand Qcould he given by:

0(/ ~ 0(--./ v 0--./»,

which indicales that the interval / may never exceed two time instants. And furiller the
introduction of the auxiliary variables requires:

O(Tp H (--.P 1\ OP»,
O(Tq H (--. Q1\ 0 Q» and
0(/ H (o--.Tp UTq».

Thus the full description consists of a conjunction (logical and) of simple forrnulas. The relation
could also be given with just the two propositions P and Q used by substitution in the fust
formula, however the resulting formula would not be very transparenl.

Auxiliary variables may further he used 10 actually increase the expressive power of PTL. To
show this we consider the property even (P) indicating that the proposition p has 10 be true in
every even state of a sequence (SO,S2,S4, .... ) [Wolper, 1983]. This property cannol be expressed
in PTL, since all formulas that seem 10 he correct will also affect odd states in the sequence. For
example

pl\O(p ~ OOp)

states thal p is true on all even states and whenever p hecomes true on an odd state p will stay true
forever.

However, if we introduce an auxiliary variabie E to express whether the momentary stale is even
or not, the property even (P) would he given by:

o(E ~ p)I\E 1\0(oE H --.E).
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Auxiliary variables differ fiom propositions as they only have an interpretive meaning inside some
formula. For example in the formula for even (P) the variabie E only serves the description of P.
which is used in relation with some undefined process. Normally auxiliary variables are
introduced with some PTI... formula. describing the hehaviour of the variabie. This formula is
rather an establishment than a statement and it should not interfere with truth. Therefore auxiliary
variables require special treatment when troth is heing evaluated. Consider for example the
formula o(a H b) containing two propositional variables a and b. Naturally the formula is
satisfiable. but not valid. since a and b may he equivalent in some modeis. but not in all.
However. if one proposition is replaced with an auxiliary variabie X one would like the formula to
becomes valid. as o(a H X) is merely an establishment of the fact that X is used to express the
troth of a. Therefore it is necessary to redefine truth with regard to auxi1iary variables.

The troth of a formula I =g (X) with an auxiliary variabie X next to the set of propositions Pg (PJ =
PguX) cao he defined with regard to a model <Jll(Pg).s>. which does not concider the auxiliary
variabie X:

Definition 2-6: <Jll(Pg).s> ~Iiff3J1.(X)e'U {<Jll(Pg).s> ~g(Jll(X»}.

Generally a formula may contain a set of auxiliary variables px • thus 1= g (Px ) = I (Pg.px ). The
definition of troth then depends on the existence of an assignment function Jll(Px ) instead of Jll(X).
Thus in PTL models are restricted to the set of propositional variables and the troth assignment is
undefined for the auxiliary variables. Satisfiability of a PTL formula I containing some auxiliary
variables will he defined now by:

Definition 2-7: 1= g (Px ) is satisfiable iff 3 <J1.(p'),s>e 'U(P') {<Jll(Pg).s > ~ I}.

Thus when satisfiability is concemed auxiliary variables cao he treated like propositions. since
satisfiability depends on the existence of some model. However when validness is concemed the
existential character of the auxiliary variables becomes inevitabie:

Definition 2-8:

And the set of models M(j) for 1= g (Px ) will he defined by:

Definition 2-9: M(j) = M(g(Px»= {mE 'U(Pg)1 m ~ I}.
= {mE 'U(Pg)1 3 J1.(p.)e 'U(p.) m ~ g (Jll(Px»}'

The implementation of auxiliary variables in formulas can be done by adding quantifiers (3 x' Vx)
to the logic. which yields Quantified Propositional Temporal Logic (QPTL), These quantifiers will
he used to specify the character (global or existential) of variables for some local subformula. And
their domain consists of the universe of assignment functions for the set of variables they re1ate to:

'Domain('ifx .3 x ) = 'U(X). (2-15)

QPTI... differs somewhat from PTI... extended with auxiliary variables. since it allows specification
of the domain for variables, whereas in PTI... all variables are defined globally. Every formula in
(extended) PTL has an equivalent in QPTI.... for example:

(OX)P1L =(3 x (OX»QP7L. (2-16)
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But if the domain for X was restricted in QPTL there would not be an equivalent in PTL:

0(3 z(X» QP1L ::I- o (X)P1L.

In QPTL models are not restricted to propositions, but they consider the full set of variables PI for
some formula f This is necessary since variables may have both an existential and global
character in different parts of a formula. Therefore the distinction between auxiliary and
propositional variables can no longer exist. For example,

(a H 3 z(X» = 3 z(a ~ X)/\ 'Vz(X ~ a) = a.

Here the character of X changes in equivalent formulas from existential to both existential and
global and finally the variabie is eliminated. This can become even more complex if a variabie is
used both with and without quantifier.

Troth in QPTL formula is now defined inductively similar to truth in PTL ([Wolper, 1982],
[Lamport, 1980]):

<>l,S> 1= P iff 1t(s,p) = true for some variabie p,

<>l,s> I=-,jiffnot«>l,s> 1=/),

<>l,s> I=jvgiff<>l,s> I=jor<>l,s> I=g,

<>l,s> 1= Ojiff <>l ,?{1 (s» I=j,

<>l,s> l=<>jiff3i~o<>l,?{i(S» I=j,

<>l,s> 1=0jiff'Vi~o<>l,?{i(S» I=j,

<>l,s> I=jUgiff3j~o{<>l,?{i(s» I=gand 'VOSj<i <>l,?{j(s» I=j},

<>l,s> 1= 3 p jiff 3 q <>lJ p=q,S > 1= j,

<>l,S> 1= 'Vpjiff'Vq <.qj p=q,s> I=J,

where >lJ p=q denotes to a new assignment function (modified model) derived from the original by
replacing the assignments for p with those for q; thus >lJ ~=q(p) =>li(q) for i ~O.

- 9-
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3. THE SATISFIABILITY PROBLEM

3.1 Introduction

In fonnal hardware verification we are primarily concemed with functional correctness of a
system. A system is said to he functionally correct if it is possible to prove that somehow it
realizes the pre-defined specification of its behaviour [Camurati, 1987]. This kind of correctness
will nonnally be used in the design process. Next to functional correctness it might further he
useful to verify some properties with regard to an existing design. These properties can be divided
into two major classes: safety and liveness. Roughly speaking safety properties state that "bad
things will never occur" and liveness properties that "good things will occur in the future".

Correctness proof now requires systems to he modeled in some way, which can he done in several
ways. In [Clarke, 1986] for example systems were described by means of a state diagram (finite
state machines). Our approach however is based on [Venkatesh, 1987] in which propositional
temporal logic (PTL) was proposed to both descrihe systems and to make assertions about them.
This reduces the verification problem to the evaluation of some temporallogic fonnula.

Given a description D of a system in propositional temporal logic we want to verify whether a
certain specification S holds for it. This can he done by checking the validity of the fonnula

D~S.

In PTI.., a fonnula fis valid Ü and only if its negation is not satisfiable. Therefore the verification
problem can be reduced to testing unsatisfiability of the fonnula

-,(D ~S) =D/I.-,S.

Fonnal verification is thus obtained by trying to find models for some PTI.., fonnula. When no
models are found the system realizes the specification and thus it is said to be correct. In the next
section we shall introduce an algorithm that deals with this satisfiability problem.

3.2 The Tableau Methodfor temporallogic

The satisfiability of a PTI.., fonnula depends on the existence of models for which the fonnula
holds. An efficient tooI to explore the existence of the models for a fonnula is the Tableau Method
for temporal logic [Wolper, 1983]. This method is based on fonnula decomposition and
satisfiabiliry is verified through the construction of a graph containing all models for which the
fonnula holds. IC the construction fails there does not exist any model and thus the fonnula is not
satisfiable.

The basic idea of the the Tableau Method is that every PTI.., fonnula f can be decomposed into
subfonnulas relating to either the present or the future. These subfonnulas are either literals (i.e.
propositions or their negation) or they have the 0 operator as prirnary connective. In the original
fonnula f these subfonnulas are logically connected with /I. and v operators. Thus f can be
rewritten to get a disjunction (logical or) of conjuncts of the fonn L /I. 0 g, where L is a conjunction
of literals and g some arbitrary PTI.., fonnula. Decomposition requires that 0, 0 and U are
removed as primary operators. This can he done by distributing their effect into present and
future. To do this the following equalities must he used:

Of = f /I. oof,
of = fv(-,f /1.001),

fUg =gv(-,g/l.f/l.O(fUg)).
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Decomposition actually is a recursive process, i.e. subformulas must be decomposed themselves.
The recursive definition could therefore be given by means of some decomposition operator dec:

dec(L) = L for any literal,
dec(-,f) = -,dec(f),
dec(of) =of,
dec(fv g) =dec(f)vdec(g),
dec(fJ\g) = dec(f)J\dec(g),
dec(<:>h) = dec(h)vdec(-,h)J\O<:>h,
dec(og) =: dec(g)J\Oo(g),
dec«g Uh) = dec(h) v dec(-, h) J\dec(g) J\ o(g Uh).

The decomposition now serves the construction of models (sequences of states) for J, since it
separates the requirements for the fust state in the model, given by the literals, from those of the
rest of the sequence. In every conjunct the literals present one single possibility for the truth
assignment for the propositions in the fust state. And the subformula can be decomposed again
(after elimination of the 0 operator) to get the requirements for the next state. Thus we can
construct a graph state by state from which the models for J can be obtained. In this graph the
states are labeled with the set of formulas belonging to the same conjunct of some subformula.
Further states are unique as different states will have different labels. The graph construction now
proceeds as follows:

First the formula that is to be tested is decomposed and for every conjunct we create a
state, labeling it with the set of subformulas. It is not enough here to label the states just
with the literals, since the 0 formulas may impose further restrictions on the modeis.
The states obtained from decomposition of the original formula are the initial states of
the graph, which can be indicated with a set of free edges leading to them. Nex~ the
successor states are evaluated through decomposition of the subformulas, with which
the states are labeled. The outermost next operator is removed in these subformulas,
since we want to obtain states for the next instant. If this decomposition leads to a new
state, it is created together with an edge leading to it fiom the originating state. If it
leads to a state that has already been created, only the edge is created. The evaluation of
successor states through decomposition is referred to as expansion, since the graph is
expanded continuously. Expansion is repeated until states are reached that are labeled
with literals only or with a set of subformulas that has already been decomposed. In the
fust case there are no further successors, in the latter the successor states are given by a
previous decomposition.

Consider for example the formula <:>(a J\ b). The decomposition is obtained through the following
steps:

dec (<:>(a J\b))
dec (a J\b)vdec(-,(a J\b))J\o<:>(a J\b),
a J\b v-,dec(a J\b)J\o<:>(a J\b),
a J\b v(-,a v-,b)J\ o<:> (a J\ b),
a J\ b v -, a J\b J\ O<:>(a J\b) V a J\-, b J\ o<:>(a J\b) v-, a J\ -, b J\ 0 <:>(a J\ b).

As there are four conjuncts there are also four possibilities for the fust state. Thus we define a set
of initial states (sO,s l,S 2'S 3):

So: a J\b, (3-7)
SI: -,aJ\bJ\o<:>(aJ\b),
S2: aJ\-,bJ\o<:>(aJ\b),
S3: -,a J\-,b J\ o<:>(a J\b).

The future parts of these states are decomposed again to get the successor states. As only the
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original fonnula itself occurs as future part we have already found all states of the graph. The state
graph to the fonnula is presented in figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1. The state transition graph M(f) for f = <>(a Ab)

It would he convenient now to adopt a more compact fonn of the state graph for the satisfiability
problem. First of all the truth assignment for model states will he modified slightly as we allow
propositions to he assigned neither true nor false, which is to he interpreted as don't care. As a
consequence some conjuncts of the decompositions may he gathered together, which reduces the
numher of states. Due to this new truth assignment the decomposition of the example given above
changes to

a Ab v.a AO<>(a Ab)va A.bA O<>(a Ab).

Figure 3·2. M(f) with don't care allowed

And thus the state graph will become as given in figure 3-2. The introduction of the don't care
assignment will have some consequences for the definition of truth in PlL. For now any model
containing such a assignment must he thought of as a set rather than a single model. The elements
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of this set are derived from the original model by substituting the don't care assignments with all
possible combinations of true and fa/se. Therefore the definition of truth with regards to set of
models should be used here, which states that a formula must hold for every single model of a set
in order to hold for the set itself.

Further the state labels may be changed by adding parts of them to the edges. Here we use the
separation in present and future parts, as it was obtained through decomposition. The states are
labeled with the subformulas that relate to the future, whereas the edges leading to them are
labeled with corresponding literals. This also wiU reduce the number of states as their specification
has been simplified (figure 3-3).

Figure 3-3. Mlf) with literals assembIed on the edges

This immediately leads to a new problem. Since in the example one of the conjuncts of the
decomposition does not contain any 0 subformula, its presentation in the graph now gives an edge
leading nowhere. The graph thus becomes somewhat disconnected and therefore it should be
extended here. However this extension must be in accordance with the meaning of the formula.
As there has not been any restriction on future behaviour the assignment for the propositions in
future states must be left fully open. Thus the formula true Î\ OOtrue will lead to a suitable
extension of the graph. This extension wiU also serve the search for models in the graph since it
extends all paths of finite length to infinity.

For the same reason we also introduce an initial state as starting point for the graph. This initial
state differs from the other states as it has no formula label. An interpretive meaning however may
be that it is part of the past and thus it !abeled with of. The final form of the state graph is
presented in figure 3-4. Here it will be better to adopt the term expansion graph instead, since the
model states are assembIed on the edges in the graph.

3.3 Model construction through graph reduction

In the previous section we introduced the tableau method for graph construction. For the example
given this lead to the state graph for the set of models Mlf), however this may not always be the
case. In general the graph that is obtained with the tableau method will contain all models for f,
but the existence of any model has not been assured with the construction. Models still have to be
evaluated and the graph will have to be reduced 10 the set Mlf) in order to decide satisfiability.

As models consist of infinite sequences of states we traee infinite paths within the graph. To be a
model for f (and thus part of Mlf» this path must start out from the initial state and whenever it
passes through a state containing a subformula o<>h or o(g Uh) then h must be satisfied at some
state later on the path. This last constraint is referred to as the eventuality constraint. It relates to
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true
Figure 3·4. M(f) with initia! state and true loop added

the problem introduced with the decomposition of <> and U formulas as they were given in
equations 3-5 and 3-6. These decompositions namely do not ensure implicitly that the operand h
eventually becomes true, since fulfillment may be postponed forever. Therefore an additional
check for the eventual fulfillrnent is necessary in order 10 find models for f.

We will now eliminate parts of the state graph that cannot be part of any model for f. thus
reducing it 10 the set M(f). To decide satisfiability and thus the existence of models we must
decide the satisfiability of every single state. A state is said to satisfiable if there exists a model for
its label formula and thus if the state can be part of a model for f States that are not satisfiable are
eliminated and if finally some states still remain, satisfiability of f has been proved. The graph
reduction is now obtained using the following rules:

(I) If edges contain a contradiction, i.e. both aproposition pand its negation -.p, they are to
be eliminated. It is obvious that these edges are not allowed since p /\ -.p = false. Due
to the elimination of edges same states may become unreachable (i.e. there does not
exist a path to them starting from the initia! state). Such states may still be satisfiable,
but they will never be part of same model for the original formula. If graph construction
and state elimination were combined, unreachable states cannot exist as they wiJl not be
created.

(2) If a state has no successors it should be eliminated, i.e. there are either no outgoing
edges or they lead to states that have already been eliminated as they proved to be
unsatisfiable. Here it must be noted that the extension of paths with finite length to
infinite is necessary as otherwise this mie would not be correct.

(3) If a state contains an eventuality (<> or U) that cannot be fulfilled in accordance with
the eventuality constraint. it should be eliminated.

If these elimination mIes are applied repeatedly to the states of the graph. it will finally be
restricted 10 the set M(f). Actually the elimination might be done during the construction in order
10 speed up the process. This combined satisfiability algorithm will be discussed later.

3.4 Formula substitution for the eventuality constraint

The eventuality constraint (3) is an important aspect with regard to the extraction of models from
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a state graph as it is obtained with the tableau method. This constraint requires the eventual
fulfillment of the operand h in subformulas o<>h and o(g Uh). However it may be difficult to
check this fulfillment for complex formulas and therefore we will introduce some auxiliary
variables to deal with this problem.

Lemma 3-1: Consider a formula I containing some subformula h and let f' be obtained
through substitution of h with X. Then the formuIa

In = f' I\D(X H h)

is equivalent to Iwhen the truth assignment is restricted to the propositions off.

The restriction of the truth assignment for the substitution is necessary as I does not contain the
variabie X and thus it may be interpreted as don't care. Here the fact that X is auxiliary will
suffice, since auxiliary variables are not considered in PlL modeis.

Proof.' The formula h is a subfarmuia of f, thus I =I (h) and f' =I (X). Further the set of
variables for I may contain auxiliary variables (due to previous substitutions) and so
may h: I = g (p",h (P,,», f' =g (P" ,X) and Tt =PguP". Formally the lemma could
now be stated as:

~ (f(h)H/(X)I\D(XHh».

Thus the formulas should be equivalent for every P1L model m =<;;I (Pg),s >:

'Vme ij(2',)3 .lt(2'.),Jl(X)e iJ('1:,,x)

m ~ g (;;I (p,,),h (;;I (P'J» H g (;;I (P,,),;;I (X» 1\ D(X H h (;;I (P,,».

Now let the assignment function for X be defined by

;;Ii(X) = true if <;;I(Pg),~i(S» ~ h(;;I(P,,»,
lalse otherwise.

Then D(X H h(p,,» will hold in every conceivable model and therefore
g (;;I (P,,),;;I (X» = g (;;I (p,,),h (;;I (P,,))), which immediately yields the required
equivalence. This equivalence will even be independent of the choice for ;;I (p,,).
o

This equivalence of formulas in P1L will suffice for our purpose. However the equivalence can be
stated without restriction to the propositions if the auxiliary variabie was defined locally, which
can be done in QP1L:

Lemma 3-2: ~ (f(h) H (3 ,,(f (X) 1\ D(X H h»».

Proof.' (1) ~ (A -+B) ~ ~ 3,,(f(h) -+ (f(X)I\D(X H h»).
This problem is similar to the one proved befare, i.e. we choose X in every model ta
satisfy D(X H h), which immediately yields prove.
(2) ~ (B -+ A) => ~ 'V,,«(f (X) 1\ D(X H h» -+ I (h».
Let <;;I,s> be a QP1L model satisfying -.f. <;;I,s> ~ -./(h). Then the modified
model <;;Ij "=Y's> (for any conceivable y) wouId satisfy either -.1 (X) or -.D(X H h),
since not «;;Ij ,,=y,s > ~ -.D(X H h» would implicate <;;Ij "=J's > ~ D(X H h) and
thus <;;Ij "=Y's > ~ -.1 (X) (due tol (X) = I (h».
o

As special cases of the lemmas presented we can now replace occurrences of <> and U
subformulas:
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Lemma 3-3: ~ (f (oh) H :3 J:(f (oX) /\ O(X H h»).

Prool Special case of the originallemma with h' = oh.
o

Lemma 3-4:

Prool This formula is derived from the originallemma with h' = g Uh and the decomposition
formula for the until: g U h H h v -, h /\ g /\ 0 (g Uh). From the original lemma we
obtain:

~ (f(g Uh) H :3J:(f(X)/\O(X H g Uh»),

which reduces the problem to

~ (o(X H g U h) H o(X H (h v-,h /\g /\ oX /\oh»).

(1) ~ (A ~B).

Let some model m be given by: m ~ o(X H g Uh). Then the rightmost formula
would become the decomposition formula for g Uh and thus it would also hold for m.
(2) ~ (B ~ A) or ~ (-,A ~ -,B).
Let some model m = <Jl,s> satisfy: m ~ -,o(X H g Uh), which can also be stated
as m ~ o(X H -,(g Uh». Thus there would exist a submodel mi = <Jl,S>i =
<Jl,'J{i(S» for m that fulfills the eventuality:

mi ~X H-,(g Uh),
mi ~X H(-,hU(-,g/\-,h»vo-,h,
mi ~X H -,g /\-, h v-,h /\ o-,(g Uh) (through expansion of until).

Now we consider two cases for the next submodel mi +1:

(a)m i +1 ~(XH(gUh»::::)mi ~XH-,g/\-,hv-,h/\o-,X,

(b) m i+1 ~ (X H -,(g Uh» ::::) mi ~ X H -,g /\-,h v-,h /\ oX, thus the model mi+1

also fulfills the eventuality and therefore the cases (a) and (b) recursively apply to the
model mi+2• The overall result of this will be:

mi ~X H-,g/\-,hv-,h/\o-,Xor
mi ~X H-,h /\ oX and mi+1 ~X H-,g /\-,h v-,h /\ o-,X v-,h/\ oX or .... or
mi ~X H -,h /\ oX and .... and mi +II

-
1 ~X H -,h /\ oX

and mi +11 ~ X H -, g /\ -, h v -, h /\ 0 -,x V -, h /\ 0 X or .... or
mi ~X Ho-,h,

which yields

m ~o(X H-,g/\-,hv-,h/\o-,Xvo-,h),
m ~ o(XHhv(g/\-,h/\o-,X/\oh».

o

As a consequence of the substitutions U operators are fully removed and the operands of 0

operators are restricted to propositional and auxiliary variables. The eventuality constraint has
become much easier now since we will only have to deal with eventual fulfillment of variables
and not of subformulas. Fulfillment thus only depends on the assignment function, which has
been attached to the edges in the state graph. This unlike the eventual fulfillment of subformulas
which may depend on sequences of states and thus sequences of assignments. The use of
additional auxiliary variables as substitution will not affect the satisfiability problem, since
satisfiability of a formula depends on the existence of some model. The existential character of the
satisfiability problem now allows us to treat auxiliary variables like propositions.
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Lemma 3·5: Let f (P) he the formula obtained through substitution of some subformula h in f
with anormal proposition p. Then

fis 'U(Pj}-satisfiable ifff (P) 1\ o(p H h) is 'U(Pj,p)-satisfiable.

Proot" Follows immediately from definition of satisfiability and the lemmas above.
o

3.5 The satisfiability problem in QPTL

So far we have only dealt with auxiliary variables that were introduced by the substitutions for the
eventuality constraint But it might be useful to allow them in the original forrnulas as weIl and to
extend the verification and thus the satisfiability problem to QPTL.

Satisfiability in QPTL is much more difficult than in PTL. In P1L the satisfiability problem has
been proved 10 he PSPACE-complete (polynomial space) (Sistla, 1982]. This problem class
already is not very simple as it includes problems that are worse man NP-complete (non
deterministic-polynomial). For QPlL however satisfiability is found to he non-elementary
[Wolper, 1985], which means that practically there does not exist an overall algorithm for it
(Cutland, 198ü].Therefore we cannot deal with satisfiability generally in QPTL.

It may he possible however 10 allow some auxiliary variables in formulas without affecting the
satisfiability problem. We have already seen that the auxiliary variables, introduced with the
substitutions for the eventuality constraint, did not affect the problem and thus others also might
nol. Thus we consider again the original problem in which some specification S has to hold for
some description D and try to state some restrictions that allow us to add auxiliary variables.

Generally a system will he composed of a numher of subsystems and thus in the verification
problem the description D for the system will consist of a number of descriptions Dj for the
subsystems:

D = D I I\D 2 1\ ••• I\D". (3-9)

The negation of D ~ S now becomes a conjunction (logical and) of formulas:

-.(D ~ S) =D I I\D 2 1\ ••• I\D" I\-.S. (3-9)

Now if both the descriptions and specification were staled in QP1L and the satisfiability problem
should not he different from that in PTL, then it should he possible to extract all quantifiers from
local formulas to become global. And in doing so their character should become existential in all
cases resulting in the genera! form:

::3 p,::3 p,....::3 P.::3P, (DI (PI) I\D 2(P2)1\ ••• I\D,,(P,,)I\-.S(Ps))· (3-10)

There are many forrnulas conceivable in QP1L that this mIe applies to. However there is no
general form that holds all of them.

Therefore we shall restrict ourselves to a more general mIe allowing us 10 use auxiliary variables.
First of all only the ::3 quantifier will he used as it directly related to auxiliary variables. And
further quantifiers are all considered to he local 10 a single description or specification. Then it will
be clear immediately that only the description may contain quantifiers as due 10 negation of the
specification ::3 would resuh in V for the overall formula. The general form for every description
should now he:

Dj = ::3 p, Dj(P;),

where P; denotes to the set of auxiliary variables in description Dj and this set may not have any
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variabie in common with the sets of auxiliary variables for the other descriptions. Thus the
dependency between descriptions is restricted to ordinary variables. This will enable us now to
use auxiliary variables in our description, which will enhance expressiveness considerably.
However with regard to the specifications we will still be restricted to ordinary PTL.
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4. THE SATISFIABIUTY PROGRAM

4.1 Introduction

In the previous section the verification problem has been reduced to the satisfiability of some PTL
formuIa. To deal with satisfiability a state graph was constructed for the formula using the tableau
method. From this graph the models for the formuIa could be extracted. Further we ha~e adopted a
slight modification to the assignment function for the propositions as we allowed them to be don't
care. Based on these principles we will now present a detailed algorithm to decide satisfiability of
PTL formuIas. This algorithm will combine the construction of the graph with the extraction of the
models as it was proposed before.

4.2 Binary treeformula representation and reduction

Like Boolean functions PTL formuIas are naturaIly presented in a binary tree. The nodes of this
tree must have three fields for the node type and two pointers to the successor nodes. Nodes can
be used to store either a variabie or a PTL operator. When a node holds a variabIe il is a leave of
the binary tree and thus it has no successors. When a node holds a PTL operator the successor
nodes give the operands for the operator. Thus it has either one successor in case of an unary
operator (--, ,0 ,<> ,0), or two successors in case of a binary operator (/\ , V , ~ , H , U).

The binary tree is easily constructed if we consider a formula in prefix notation.
For example <>O(a v oa) gives in prefix notation

<>(O( v (a,O (a»».

The binary tree to hold this formula will consist of 5 nodes, each described by a triple
(type,lejt,right) and it is presented in figure 4-1.

(4-1)

node 0: (<>,1,-)

node I: (0,2,-)

node 2: (v ,3,4)

node 3: (a,-,-)

node 4: (0,3,-)

Figure 4-1. Binary tree formuIa representation

In the tree we have used only one node to represent the variabie a, although it is used twice as
operand. Therefore the tree is not a rea! binary tree.

Now several operations are performed on the binary tree in order to get some reduced form for the
formuIas. This reduction is an important step in the satisfiability algorithm, since it serves the
decomposition of the formula and thus the graph construction, and it requires 6 operations to be
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perfonned; the first two operations are actually done when the fonnula is being parsed (i.e. read in
fiom the input stream) and thus when the tree is being constructed, but the result naturally wiJl be
the same.

(1) The set of operators is reduced through the removal of implications and equivalences: f ~
g = -,fv g andf H g = -,f/\-,g V f /\g.

(2) Excessive operators are removed; especially excessive temporal operators may cause
much unnecessary work for the satisfiability checker: -, -,f = f, 0 Of = Of, <><>f = <>f.

(3) The U operators are removed through substitution with auxiliary variables as it was
described in the previous section. As the U operator is the strong until it requires eventual
fulfillment of its second operand. Thus the substitution is necessary to serve the eventuality
constraint. As we have already removed implication in (1) they should not be introduced
again here.

(4) The -, operators are propagated downward to the leaves in the tree until their operand
becomes a variabie. This reduction serves the expansion process for it ensures that all
eventualities wiJl become visible, whereas they might be hidden in fonnulas like -, Of =
<>-,f otherwise. As a consequence it would be rather difficult to deal with the eventuality
constraint. The following equations apply to this propagation: -,-,f = f, -,0 f = o-,f,
-,<>f = o-,f, -, Of = <>-,f, -, (/ /\g) = -,fv-,g, -,(/v g) = -,f /\ -,g.

(5) The operands of <> operators are substituted with auxiliary variables, when it is not a
variabie or its negation. This has already been described in the previous section. The <>
now wiJl only apply to literals and thus fulfillment is easily tested. As we have eliminated
implications in (1) we must not introduce them here again. Propagation of not (4) mayalso
be required again.

(6) The 0 operators are propagated inward until they apply to literals, to 0 or <> subfonnulas
or to other 0 operators, for which the same applies again. This reduction is purely dictated
by the implementation and it serves the expansion process as it is described later. The
theorems used are: O(/v g) = ofv Og, 0(/ /\g) = Of /\ Og).

The algorithms implementing these operations are all much the same. Mostly they consist of some
shifting, adding and copying of nodes in the tree. Thus as we proceed the tree grows more and
more. To show this we consider the tree for <>O(a v Oa) as it is described above; to obtain a
reduced fonnula tree the eventuality subfonnula has to be substituted (5). However as a
consequence elimination of implications (1) and propagation of not (4) are also required. In
reduced fonn the tree becomes as shown in figure 4-2. For reasons of clarity variables have not
been collapsed in the graphic representation.

It can be shown that any PTL fonnula can be converted to reduced fonn. More details on this
topic can be found in [Venkatesh, 1985].

4.3 Disjunctive Normal Form representation.

The construction of the state graph is accomplished through decomposition of the PTL fonnula. A
decomposed fonnula consists of a disjunction of conjuncts and therefore it is referred to as
Disjunctive Nonnal Fonn (DNF). The decomposition could be done in the binary tree, however a
binary tree in not an appropriate structure to hold DNF fonnulas and it is even less appropriate for
the repeated decomposition. An appropriate data structure however is a list of conjuncts. The
conjuncts in the list are all connected with the v operator (disjunction), whereas the elements of a
conjunct are connected with /\. Further the elements of a conjunct are restricted to literals
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Figure 4-2. Binary tree representation of reduced fonnula

(propositional and auxiliary variables or their negation) or next subfonnulas of the fonn: ooL,
ooh or Og, where L is some literal, h some arbitrary subfonnula and g is either a literal or
another next subfonnula.

Since decomposition has to be applied repeated.ly on conjuncts, we wiu use bitvectors to hold the
elements of a conjunct. As a consequence decomposition can be reduced 10 some actions on these
bitvectors and thus decomposition is made much easier. A bitvector is an array of single bits and
thus it represents a number of logical variables. Therefore it is advantageous to use them as they
allow compact storage and simultaneous access 10 logical variables.

To describe ~ conjunct for a DNF fonnula we use a set of six bitvectors 10 hold the following
elements:

- positive literals p,
- negative literals .p,
- sometime applying 10 positive literals oop,
- sometime applying 10 negative literals oo.p,
- always subfonnulas ooh,
- next subfonnulas Og.

For the first fOUT of these each element of the bitvector will represent a specified variabie, for the
other two they represent some subfonnula. We wiu use arrays 10 access these variables and
subfonnulas. In these arrays the reference for some bit with index i is found in the corresponding
entry for the array. In case of a variable the elements of the array will point 10 an entry in a hash
table which is used 10 allow fast search for equal variables during parsing. In case of subfonnulas
they will point to some other list presenting the decomposed subfonnula in DNF. The variables
can be assigned truth values now by setting the appropriate bit in a literal bitvector, if the entry for
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Hash Table

a variabie is not set in either of the literal bitvectors, it is assigned don't care. And simiIarly a
subforrnula can he selected by setting the corresponding bit in some other bitvector.

CONJUNCT index_1O_var_tabIe [iJ
~ ---------:'--:-:-=-::J~===-----=--=----==------=--=-----.......t=::::a~=j

p I 0 0
-,p 0 0 I
oop 0 0 I
oo-,p 0 0 0

x

LIST Dsubr---------..,
1001 liD,
1110 OOI,
1000 v 0001
I 0 0 I

I !QIQIQ] !QIQIQ] I

I [Q]Q] [Q]]J IL: .J

Figure 4·3. The reference for the bitvectors in some conjunct

In figure 4-3 the reference for the bitvectors is ilIustrated. The conjunct that is analysed must be
considered as part of some DNF formula. In PTL the forrnula for the conjunct would be given by:

a I\-,X I\OX I\ob I\OD«X H -,a) 1\ (x H -,b». (4-2)

4.4 Conversionfrom tree to DNF list

The conversion from reduced formula presented in a binary tree 10 a DNF list is done by a
recursive post-order tree traversal. In this procedure we start out from the left most leaf of the tree
and the DNF list is created while working upwards to the rooL At first the list wiII consist of only
one conjunct lahelled with the variabIe that is presented by the left most leaf. This lahelling is
accomplished by setting the appropriate bit in the bitvector for the positive literals. Now we trace
back one node in the tree and according 10 the node type the list is changed:

(1) In case of -, type the only conjunct will he lahelled with the negated variabie. Thus the
variabie entries in the bitvectors for positive and negative literals are exchanged. As the -,
operators were propagated they can only occur immediately hefore a variabie.

(2) In case of 0 type the conjunct will he transferred 10 the DNF list for the first 0

subformula. Generally a whole list wiII he transferred instead of a single conjunct. For the
original formula we create a new conjunct that will be lahelled with the 'name' of this
subformula. This is done by setting the corresponding bit in the bitvector for next
subformulas.

(3) In case of 0 type the conjunct (list) will he transferred to the DNF list for a 0 subformula,
similar 10 (2). The original formula wilI he presented by a new conjunct with the entry for
this subforrnula set in the bitvector for always subformulas.

(4) In case of 0 type the entry for the variabIe is transferred to the bitvector for positive
sometime. When negation has occurred hefore, the transfer will occur from negative
literals 10 negative sometime.
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LIST extract_dnf (node)
NODEPTR node;

LIST dnf;

/* returns DNF list for tree pointed to by node */

if (node->type == VAR_NODE) {
return create_dnf_Iist_for variabie (node->type);
/* one conjunct list */

}

dnf = extract dnf (node->left); /* find DNF list for left operand */

NODE I I node->left->type == ALWAYS_NODE)
/* transferring next subs (9) */

if (node->type == NEXT_NODE) {
if (node->left->type SOMETIMES

return dnf;
else

return create_dnf list_for_next (dnf); /* (2) */

if (node->left->type == SOMETIMES_NODE I I node->left->type == ALWAYS_NODE)
dnf = decompose (dnf); /* decomposition of sometimes (7) and always (8) */

switch (node->type)
(

case NOT NODE:
dnf = exchange_bitvectors_for_pos_and_neg_lits (dnf)
/* one conjunct list */
break;

case ALWAYS NODE:
dnf = create dnf list for_always (dnf);
break;

case SOMETIME NODE:
dnf = exchange_bitvectors for_lits_and_sometime (dnf);
/* one conjunct list */
break;

case OR NODE:
dnf = OR lists (dnf, extract dnf (node->right));
break;

case AND NODE:
dnf = AND lists (dnf, extract dnf (node->right));
break;

)

return dnf;

Figure 4-4. DNF extraetion algorithm in pseudo C

/* (1) */

/.. (3) * /

/* (~) */

/* (5) .. /

/* (6) */

(5) In case of y type we evaluate the DNF list for the right operand of the y node recursively
and add the elements of this list to the conjunct (list) we already have found for the left
operand (uniting or or-ing of two lists/disjuncts).

(6) In case of 1\ type we also evaluate the DNF list for the right operand, but now the lists
must be and-ed. This requires separately and-ing the conjuncts of one list with those of
the other list. Thus each pair results in a conjunct for the new list. The bitvectors for this
conjunct will contain the entries of both conjuncts in the pair.

The same procedures apply to further steps in the traversal. The flnal result will he a DNF list for
the reduced formula, together with a set of other lists for all subformulas (0 and 0). However all
these lists do not give the decomposed versions of the formulas yet. For instance, subformulas of
the form 0 oL are gathered in the next subformulas bitvector, whereas formulas of the form oL
are gathered in the sometime bitvector. The decomposition thus requires some further steps:
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(7) Decomposition of sometime (oL) requires duplication of conjuncts for every entry in the
sometime bitvectors. In one of the conjuncts the entry is transferred to the corresponding
literals bitvector (L); in the other an additional entry is set in the opposite literals bitvector
(...,L /\ ooL).

(8) Decomposition of always subformulas requires and -ing the conjunct with the DNF list of
the subformula. For example, ofwithf = p vq leads to p /\ oOfvq /\ o of.

(9) All 00 and 00 subformulas gathered in the next bitvectors should he transferred to their
proper place.

In figure 4-4 the algorithm combining all steps is given.

To avoid contradictions and redundant conjuncts, some sirnplification routines must be applied to
the DNF lists. First of all conjuncts with contradictions in the literals should he removed. Thus we
have to check whether conjuncts do not have both entries in the positive and negative literals for
some variabIe. And secondly conjuncts that are covered by others should be removed also. A
conjunct is said to cover another if the formula presented by the former implies the formula of the
lalter. Covering is checked by examining the bitvectors for all pairs of conjuncts. One conjunct is
covered by a second if and -ing with the second results in the conjunct itself.

Consider again the reduced tree for oo(a v Oa) as it was obtained in the previous section. We
can derive the DNF list from this tree by applying the steps given, which will result in the DNF
lists of figure 4-5. In the bitvectors the order of significance for the variables is (a,X,Y) and the
subformulas for always and next are lahelled with aO,!,2 and nO,!'
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Figure 4·5. The DNF lists for oo(a v Oa)

4.5 The satisfiability algorithm

In the previous section the tableau method was used to construct a state graph through formula
decomposition in order to decide satisfiability. In our program the construction starts out from the
DNF list for the formula that is to he tested. The fust part of the graph is now obtained
irnmediately as the conjuncts of the list give the first edges and the states to which they lead. The
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Figure 4-6. The expansion graph for Ooo(a v oa)

bitvectors of the conjuncts are used 10 label them: edges are labelled with the literal bitvectors,
whereas states are labelled with the sometime, always and next bitvectors. As the edges found
should start out from some initial staw we introduce a dummy state for this pwpose. Further we
will use the tenn vertices rather than states from now on, for the edges are labelled with the
literals and exactly the literals describe the static conditions of the models for some time instant
and thus the states of the modeIs.

The graph construction proceeds by repeated expansion of the vertices found. As we have
mentioned already vertices are expanded through decomposition of their label fonnulas with the
outennost 0 operators removed. Vertices are labelled with the sometime, always and next
bitvectors of a conjunct and thus with fonnulas of the fonn: OOoL, ooh and Og, where g is
restricted 10 literals and new 0 subfonnulas. To obtain the DNF list for the expansion of a vertex,
we start out from a conjunct consisting of the bitvectors that the vertex is labelled with. The
bitvectors for the literals will have no entries in this conjunct. Further the outennost 0 operators
are assumed to be removed and thus the interpretive meaning of the bitvectors is somewhat
changed. The DNF list for the expansion (decomposition of the label fonnula) can now be
obtained from the conjunct by applying the last three steps from the conversion to DNF as they
were given in the previous section (7, 8, 9). The last of these steps however will be slightly
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different due to the assurned removal of 0, but it still relates to entries being transferred to their
proper place. Here the previous propagation of 0 operators serves the expansion, as due to this
propagation the possibilities for a next subforrnula 0 h are restricted to literals and other next
forrnulas, The DNF list for h will consist of only one conjunct with just one entry set (either a
literal or a new next subforrnula: OL, ooL, ooh, Og). Thus every entry in the next bitvectors
has to be replaced with the entry specified in the only conjunct of the corresponding subformula.

The DNF list found through decomposition now gives the successor edges and vertices in the
graph. The vertices that are found are tested for previous occurrences, i.e. it is checked whether
previous decomposition lead to a vertex with the same bitvectors gathered in its label. To allow a
fast search again the vertex labels (bitvectors) are assembied in a hash tabie. Decomposition stops
if no new vertices are found.

In figure 4-6 the expansion graph is given for the exarnple of the previous sections. In this graph
the initial state has been omitted to avoid unnecessary complexity. Further the subformulas for
next and always can be found in the DNF lists of figure 4-4.

Now we get to the problem of eventual fulfillment. For the graph construction we will make use of
a depth fust algorithm as it has been described in [Tarjan, 1972]. In this algorithm so-ealled
Strongly Connected Components (SCC) are used to deterrnine properties of the graph. Strong
connectivity of vertices is defined with regard to closed paths in a graph. We say that a set of
vertices (j is strongly connected if for each pair of vertices (v,w) in (j there exist a closed path
(cycle) within (j containing bath v and w. Thus given an arbitrary vertex v in (j there exists a path
to every other vertex in (j.

It is useful to look at SCC's when satisfiability is concemed, for SCC's can be treated as one, i.e.
either all vertices of a SCC are satisfiable or none is.

Lemma 4·1: If a vertex in a graph is satisfiable, then so is its predecessor.

Proof.' Satisfiability of vertices depends on the existence of infinite paths within the graph for
which the eventuality constraint holds. Now let a vertex be labelled with the forrnula
o g and its predecessor by of. Then the formulas f and g are related in accordance with
the definition of the expansion process: f = (L 1\ 0 g) v h, where h denotes the set of
other successors. As the predecessor is connected through some edge labelled with the
non-eontradictionary conjunction of literals L, there will also exist an infinite path
starting from the predecessor and thus a model for I.
o

Lemma 4-2: Either all vertices of a SCC are satisfiable or none is.

ProoI.' As in a SCC all vertices are predecessors of one another, satisfiability will spread
through the SCC. Therefore if one vertex is to be satisfiable allother will be too and
also if one vertex is found to be not satisfiable none will be. Satisfiability of SCC's thus
depends on the satisfiability of one of its vertices.
o

To evaluate satisfiability of SCC's we examine the existence of an infinite path starting out from
some vertex of the SCC and fulfilling the eventuality constraint.
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int dfs (vertex)
VERTEXPTR vertex;

LIST expansion;

/* returns 1 if some model is found or 0 if not */

vertex->dfsnum = ++dfs_number;
vertex->lowlink dfs_number;
push stack (vertex);

/* number vertices sequencially */

/* stack momentary path in graph */

expansion = expand vertex (vertex);
FOR_EACH_CONJUNCT (expansion, c) {

next vertex lookup_vertex (c, &is_new_vertex);
/* result of lookup stored in is new_vertex */

edge lookup_edge (c, vertex, next vertex, &is_new_edge);
if (is new_vertex) {

save_edge_labels() ;
if (dfs (next_vertex))

return 1; /* model found */
}

if (next vertex->sccnum == vertex->sccnum) ( /* next vertex in same SCC */
assemble_edge_labels();
vertex->lowlink = min (vertex->lowlink, next vertex->lowlink);

else restore_edge_labels(); /* edge to other NOT satisfiable component */
}

else ( /* Edge leads to vertex already encountered. */
i f (IS STACKED (next vertex)) {

add_to_edge_labels(edge);
vertex->lowlink = min (vertex->lowlink, next vertex->dfsnum);

}

END_FOR_EACH_CONJUNCT;

if (vertex->lowlink == vertex->dfsnum) /* root of SCC encountered */

if (!found_model) /* check for self-satisfiability */
found_model = (legal_edges && EVENTS FULFILLED (vertex));

scc_number++;
do ( /* pop SCC form stack */

v = pop_stack ();
if (!found_model) /* Negate dfsnum to indicate not satisfiable: */

v->dfsnum = - (v->dfsnum);
v->sccnum = scc_number;
while (vertex != v);

return found_model;

Figure 4·7. Model search algorithm in pseudo e

THEOREM: A sec in the Expansion Graph is satisfiable if another satisfiable sec can be
reached from it, or if we find that the set of all edge labels fulfills the
eventualities in the root of the component

Praal (1) If another satisfiable sec can be reached we may apply lemma 4-1.
(2) The set of edge labels represents the union of the truth-assignments in stales that we
encounter along all possible infinile path starting at the root of the Sec. If this set
fulfills all eventualities in the root vertex then we are sure to find at least 1 model in
that sec that satisfies the formula labelling the root. From lemma 4-2 we leam that all
vertices of the sec are then satisfiable.
o
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The satisfiability algorithm now works by finding SCC's in a depth fust manner. These SCC's are
built by repeatedly expanding vertices in order 10 find their successors. The vertices may already
have been found in which case they will either be part of some SCC that has already been tested
for satisfiability or of the SCC that is being constructed at this moment. In the fust case
satisfiability cao be evaluated immediately from the other SCC, in the latter we proceed with the
construction of the SCC and postpone the evaluation of satisfiability. If satisfiability is not
determinOO even when the whole SCC has been found, the accumulatOO OOge labels for the SCC
are 10 be compared to the eventualities of the root of the SCC. The root and thus the SCC is now
found to be satisfiable if and only if for every eventuality there exist an entry in the accumulated
OOge labels. It must be notOO here that a don't care would also fulfill an eventuality, but they do
not have 10 be considered, as the decomposition of op either prescribes por -,p for the outgoing
ooges. Thus a SCC either contains an OOge labelled with p or all OOges are labelled with -,p. If a
SCC is found 10 be not satisfiable, it is removed from the graph. The complete algorithm is given
in figure 4-6.

Figure 4-8. SCC's for the eventuality constraint

For our example the SCC's are given in figure 4-7. With regard to the eventuality constraint the
following can be obtainOO now:

SCC 1:

SCC 2:

SCC 3:

Satisfiable as it does not contain eventualities. In this case the SCC is further said to
be self-satisfiable, i.e. all eventualities can be fulfilled within the SCC itself. Self
satisfiability is interresting with regard to modeIs as any model may stay within
such SCC's.

Not satisfiable as it cao never satisfy the eventuality for the third variabIe Y and
further there does not exist an edge to any other SCC. This SCC would therefore be
elirninated by the program.

Satisfiable as there exist an edge 10 SCC 1 which is satisfiable. The eventuality of
the second variabIe X cannot he satisfiOO within the SCC itself however and thus it
is not self-satisfiable.
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5. IMPROVING PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

5.1 Introduction.

In the previous section we have described a satisfiability checker for PTL fonnulas. This program
allowed us 10 verify temporal logic fonnulas, which may be used in the field of hardware
verification. But although the program works fine for small examples, it still is very time
consuming. Therefore it is not very suitable for greater problems, which are quite common in
practice.

Optimisation of the program itself didn't seem to improve perfonnance and therefore some
structural changes have been considered. The bottleneck for the program speed was located in the
continuous expansion of fonnulas in Disjunctive Nonnal Fonn (DNF). Thus our major concern
should be given to this topic. In the next sections two modifications to the program will be
presented that may improve program speed. The fust introduces hierarchy in the graph
construction and is referred 10 as model and -ing, in the second the substitutions with auxiliary
variables for the eventuality constraint is omitted.

5.2 Model and-ing

The tau1ology of a formula fis evaluated by checking the (un)satisfiability of its negation -.f This
is done by trying 10 find models for -.f. As a consequence a state graph containing all models for
the negation -.f is generated. For the compound formula D ~ S of the verification prbblem the
graph for its negation -. (D ~ S) = -.(-.D v S) = D I\-.S cao be obtained hierarchically from the
graphs of both D and -.S. This process in which two graphs are combined will be referred to as
model and -ing. Roughly speaking, this means that all possible paths in one graph are compared
10 the paths of the other and ü two paths are found 10 match a similar path will be added to the
new graph.

5.2.1 Formal discussion

With model and-ing our interest lies with the models for the compound formulaf I\g. It will be
clear that any model for f I\g must also be a model for bothfand g separately due to the inductive
definition of truth in PIL. Thus to find a model for f I\g we take a model for f and a model for g
and try to combine them to form a model for the compound fonnula. As it has been stated before
models consist of infinite sequences of states each representing some static situation. Therefore
the combination of the models can be done state by state and it is successful (i.e. a model for f 1\ g
is found) if no contradictions occur in the static situations that are formed.

In order to compare models they should refer to the same set of propositions. Therefore we will
introduce the term extended model here:

Definition 5-1: Given a model m (J) for a set variables ~ then the extended model mext(J) =
<.9I.f,ext.s> will denote the same model with the set of variables extended to
Pfu Put and the assignment function for all new variables set 10 don't care:

.91. },ext(P) = .91. }(P), if pe Pf'
= don't care, otherwise,
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The extension of models does not affect the actual model, but it merely states that the set of
variables is extended. Therefore it is only a fonnal extension, since infonnally it will be obvious
that variables which are not used in the model should be assigned don't care values. And if m (j)
is some model for a fonnula f then any extended model m.xI(j) will be included in the set of
models :M(j): mu/(j)E :M(j) for any set p.xI '

Now we are able 10 define the compound model mrg:

Definition 5-2: Given a model m (j) for a fonnula f and m (g) for g then the compound model
mrg =m (j)*m(g) = <!lIp/PfU Pg),s > is defined by:

.9I.}.g(P) = true,if(.9I.}.u/(P>I\.9I.~.•xI(P~) = true,
= don't care, if .9I.}.•%/(P) = .9I.~,u/(p) = don't care,

= false, if .!?l },.xI(P)i't~ue /\ .91. ~,u/(p )i'true /\
(.91. }"xI(P) 1\.91. ~,.%/(P»=false and

= undefined, otherwise.

for all i ~O and allpEPfu Pg. (See also TABLE 5-1).

~f*g(P) ~ ~,ext(P)

'" 1 X 0

1 1 1 ?

~ }.ext(P) X 1 X 0

0 ? 0 0

1 =true
o = fa/se
X = don't care
? =undefined

TABLE 5-1. Troth assignments for .9I.}.g(P)

IC .91. }.g(p) is undefined for some i and p, then the compound model mrg is not an existing PTI..,

model and it may not be used to reason about troth. Accordingly :Mrg = :M(j)*:M(g) will denote
10 the set of all existing compound models mrg:

The construction of a compound model is referred to as model and-ing, as the model constructed
holds the compound fonnula f 1\ g.

Lemma 5-1: mrg exists => mrg ~ f 1\ g.

ProoI' When mrg exists the case in which .9I.}.g(p) is undefined is excluded and thus the
relation between the assignment functions .9I.f.•xI , .9I. g,u/ and .9I.rg reduces to:

.91. }.g(p) = true, if (.91. }••%/(P )=true) V (.91. ~"xI(P )=true),

= don't care, if .91.},u/(p) = .91. ~,'xI(P) = don't care,

= false, if(.9I.},.xI(p)=false) V (.9I.~,.%,(p)=false).

Thus the assignment functions .9I.f and .9I.rg will differ only when it is not important
(i.e. .9I.}<p) = don't care) and therefore the fonnulafwill still hold for the compound
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model: mfOg l:: f. And the same applies to g which immediately yields: mrg l:: f 1\ g.
Remark: in the other direction the implication also holds, but it is totally useless, since
models must exist in order to reason about truth.
o

Model and -ing now proves to be useful with regard to satisfiability, as it is another method to find
all models for the compound fonnula f 1\ g:

Lemma 5-2: 'Mrg = 'M(f)*'M(g) = 'M(f I\g).

Proof." From the previous lemma the following can be obtained irnmediat.ely: mE 'Mrg =:>

mE 'M(f1\ g). In the other direction however the equivalence requires:

'f;f"'e!M({" g)3 ",({)e !M({)3 ",(g)e !M(g) m = m (f)*m (g).

Now since m l:: f I\g, m will be member of both 'M(f) and 'M(g). And thus we
immediat.ely find a valid compound model: mrg = m*m = m, which yields mE 'Mrg .
o

Lemma 5-3: f I\g is satisfiable~ 'Mrg 1:- 0.

Proof' Follows immediately from the previous lemma.
o

5.2.2 Model and-ingfor the satisfiability problem

The satisfiability checker as it was described in the previous section provides an expansion graph
containing all models for which some fonnula holds. And the model and-ing algorithm that is to
be presented here will work on this graph rather than on the sets of models. However an expansion
graph is not the same as a set of models and thus the consequences have to be examined fust.

Formally an expansion graph is presented by a couple (j = (o/,'E), where 0/ is a finit.e set of
vertices (vo,VI' ••• , v,,) and 'E a set of edges (eO,el' ... ,e",). Every vertex represents a formula
of the farm 0 h and therefore it implicitly defines its own successar vertices (obtained through
decomposition). Every edge is associated with a set of lit.erals being either true, false or don't
care.

Now consider same graph (j(f) that fully describes the set of models 'M(f). This would mean for
any model mE 'M(f) there exist some infinit.e path in (j(f) describing that model and any path that
has na corresponding model in 'M(f) will not comply with the eventuality constraint imposed on it
by the vertex labels. Thus one might say that the graph describes the set of models for fplus some
additional set (referred to as 'Mweak) and the eventuality constraint must be used to distinguish
between the sets: (j(f) ='M(f) u 'Mweak(f).

As a consequence graphs may be and -ed just like sets of models by regarding all infinit.e paths.
However a graph is a set of vertices and edges and not a sequence of assignments. Therefore some
differences must be noticed here. In the graph the lit.erals are assembied in the edge label and thus
they can be treated in accordance with the definition of model and -ing. The vertices are labeled
with fonnulas relating to the future and thus also about eventual fulfillment. The proper way to
pass this information would be to label the new vertices with the logical and of both the formula
labels of the corresponding vertices in the originating graphs. For the eventuality constraint this
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means that both the original constraints must hold.

It will be useful now 10 find that the graph (j(j I\g) can be obtained by and-ing the graphs (j(j)
and (j (g). Thus the presence of the additional models proves 10 be of no influence.

Lemma 5-4: (jrs = (j(j)* (j(g) = (j(j I\g).

Prooi' As a graph in some way describes a set of model the following can be derived:

(j(j)* (j(g) =(M(j) u MweaJc(j»*(M(g) u MweaJc(g»,
= Mrs u M(j)*MweaJc(g) u M(g)* MweaJc(j» u MweaJc(g)* Mweai;(g».

It should be shown now that the newly stated eventuality constraint can distinguish the
set Mrs from the rest. Since the graph (jrs will only consist of valid models the
assignment functions fJt/,exr, fJt s.eu and fJtrs will only differ when it is not important
(proof of lemma 5-1). Thus any model in the set Mrs will comply with the new
eventuality cons~nt, for any eventuality p for f that was fulfilled by fJt}<p) would also
be fulfilled by fJt }os (P). And similarly any model of the other sets will not comply with
it consider some model m(j) that contains an eventuality for p that is never fulfilled;
then the following would hold for the assignment function for p: '3 j ~ 0 fJt}<p) = false
for all i ";?j. Thus the eventuality could not be fulfilled by model and-ing as otherwise
it would result in an invalid compound model. Thus

o

Let (j (j) and (j (g) be the expansion graphs (set of modeis) for respectively formula f and g as
they are obtained with the satisfiability algorithm. When the set of modeis, or rather the graph
(j(j I\g), is formed we start out from the initial vertices of both (j(j) and (j(g). These initial
vertices are only dummy vertices and they have no label. Therefore the newly created graph
(j(j I\g) also starts out from such a dummy vertex. Now we choose a pair of outgoing edges, one
in (j(j) and one in (j(g), and use them 10 form an edge for (j(j I\g). The new edge is labeled
with the conjunction of both the literal bitvectors of its ancestor edges. Thus the literal bitvectors
for the edge will contain the entries of both his ancestors. In the same manner the vertices to
which the edges lead are combined 10 form a vertex in (j (j 1\ g). The label of this vertex will also
consist of the conjunction of the label formulas of its ancestor vertices. The outgoing edges of the
new vertex are derived now from the outgoing edges of its ancestors. Thus we can obtain an
infinite path for the new graph if we proceed simultaneously along a path in both (j (j) and (j (g).
And as the same procedure is repeated for all pairs all paths are mapped on each other and the
new graph resulting will consist all model for f 1\ g.

Next the model construction procedure can be used 10 get the reduced graph as it has been
described previously (elimination of contradictions and checking of eventual fulfillment).
Naturally the algorithms will be combined in practice as we have done with graph construction. In
fact the model and-ing algorithm does not differ much from the graph construction. The only
difference lies in the way that new vertices and edges are found (expansion). With graph
construction this is done through formula decomposition, whereas model and -ing uses previous
graph construction. In this way the expansion process in model and-ing is similar to the and -ing
of DNF lists (disjuncts) as it has been described in chapter 4. Therefore the result of model
and -ing will be equal 10 the result obtained through separately evaluating the DNF lists for f and
g, and-ing the lists and constructing the expansion graph.

Although the algorithm seems reasonably simple there still are some difficulties with regard 10 the
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implementation. First of all the set of variables is likely to differ for two formulas. When
introducing bitvectors this could therefore lead to problems as variables may not get the same
place in the bitvectors for both formulas. And the same problems occurs with the subformulas
gathered in the expansion lists. Therefore successive graph construction should use most of the
information derived fiom previous constructions.

5.2.3 The advantage ofmodel and-ing

Model and -ing implements a more hierarchical approach to the verification problem. Large
formulas can be split into smaller parts and the graphs obtained by expansion of the parts are
and -ed together. The major advantage of this procedure lies in the expansion to DNF which has
to be done only for smaller formulas. In practice however the performance of the program has not
been improved very much with regard to a compound formulas f 1\ g. The advantage in the
expansion of smaller formulas is neutralised by the extra work that model and-ing requires. But
with hardware verification it is often required that more than one specification must be verified
with the same description. Then model and-ing becomes advantageous, since the state graph for
the description has to be derived just once. Especially when the description becomes large the gain
may be substancial.

To get better results with single formulas it may be necessary to increase the hierarchy with model
and -ing. This means that more levels of model and -ing should be allowed and the program itself
should recognise when it is required. In this algorithm model or-ing could also be applied, which
is trivial of course. The implementation of such a complex algorithm will be difficult however.

Further we could combine the model and-ing algorithm with the normal algorithm in order to get
rid of some of the graph construction:

Lemma 5·5: f 1\ g is ('U -)satisfiable <=> g is M(f)-satisfiable.

Proof' Consider some model m that satisfies the compound formula: m ~ f 1\ g. Then due to
the definition of truth m ~ f and m ~ g, which implies mE M(f) and thus gis M(f)
satisfiable. This also applies in the other direction.
o

This lemma states that we can test formulas directly with regard to some set of models and thus
by-pass the construction of one graph. The advantage of this will be obvious, but the algorithm
required will be much more complex. No implementation has been tried therefore.

5.2.4 Satisfiability ofother compoundformuias

For some compound formulas it is relatively easy to reduce the satisfiability problem:

Lemma 5-6: fv gis satisfiable iff fis satisfiable or gis satisfiable,

Lemma 5-7: f Ug is satisfiable iff g is satisfiable,

Lemma 5-8: of is satisfiable iff fis satisfiable,

Lemma 5-9: ofis satisfiable ifffis satisfiable.

Proof of all these lemmas is rather straight forward and will be omitted therefore. Further it must
be noted that the lemmas for fU g and of only state a reduction of the satisfiability problem and
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not necessarily anather way to find the models for the original formulas.

For otheT formuias however such a reduction does not exist: not for fA g, which requires model
and -ing and even less for of. which would require an endless repetition of model and-ing (of =
fAOfAO OfA ... ).

5.3 Omission ofsubstitutions

InitiaIly the problem of eventual fulfillment (evemuality constraint) was dealt with by substituting
parts of the original formuIa with auxiliary variables. The substitutions however make formulas
more complex due to additional and -terms and therefore the graph construction may take quite
same time. Further it may he difficuIt to report models back to the user as they may contain
auxiliary variables and it is left to the user to find out what they stand for.

Being confronted with these problems other methods have been searched to deal with the
eventuality constraint and it was found that the substitutions were not really necessary. Instead we
wiII use the original formuIas for the graph construction and the eventuaIity constraint again will
dealt with by adding auxiliary variables in the decomposition formuIas. However there are no
additional formuIas for the introduction of new variables and thus formuIa complexity is kept the
same.

First consider an eventuality oh were h is some arbitrary subformula. Then the decomposition
used for the graph construction would he given by:

dec(oh) = dec(h)AXvdec(-,h)A-,X Aooh,

where X is the auxiliary variabie introduced for the eventuality constraint with regard to h. This
decomposition implicitly defines the formula 0 (0h ~ «X H h) U(X Ah») which is not as
strong as O(X H h) but enough to deal with the eventuality constraint through X.

(5-1)

The substitution of a formuIa of with oX was done merely to deal with the eventuality
constraint, but the substitution of a formuIa fU g with X aIso has another reason. As the U
operator has two operands it is rather difficult to deal with it in the expansion process and
therefore the U operator itself was removed with the substitution. Now if we want to change the
substitution we wiII fust have to deal with U operators in the expansion process. The
decomposition itself wiII not give any problem, as like with 0 and 0 there exists a simple
equation:

g Uh = h v-,h Ag AO(g Uh) (5-2)

Thus the full decomposition formuIa would become:

dec(g Uh) = dec(h) AX v dec (-, h) A -,X A dec(g) A 0 (g Uh). (5-3)

And with regard to the eventuaIity constraint the same applies to g Uh as to oh. However the
question remains how to deal with the U formulas in the program. First of all it should be noted
that the 0 operator is a special case of the U operator:

(true Uf) = fv -,fA true A 0 (true Uf), (5-4)
of = fv-,f A oof. (5-5)

Thus.

of= (true Uf) = (-,fUf),

and therefore it would suffice to deal with U operators. And further the 0 operator is a special
case of the weak until Uw:
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of =(f U wfalse) =..... (true U ..... f). (5-7)

Thus it will he obvious that any U fonnula requires the storage properties of both a <> and 0
fonnula. Every until fonnula gets its own entry in a new bitvector for the untils. Next to this
bitvector there are some arrays pointing to the different items that we want to store in a list. Using
these arrays we get to the subfonnulas f and g, the auxiliary variabIe introduced and to the
expansion of the fonnula in DNF. The subfonnulas are stored in a another list with their
expansions and those of their negation. This list enables us to find repeated occurrences of
fonnulas. The bitvectors for the eventualities are no longer needed since we can specify a fonnula
for true. However it may he useful to maintain them for checking the eventuality constraint.

It should further be noted that negated until can he eliminated (propagated) by using the following
equality:

..... (fUg) = o(..... g)v(..... g U(.....f A ..... g». (5-8)

In practice omission of substitution has proved to he useful for the program. Especially when
many <> and U operators are used in large fonnulas the perfonnance can be improved
considerably. However any improvement is bounded to some fixed fonnula and perfonnance may
even he decreased. This nonnally will he the case when some fonnula states a property of the
"strong" character of the until, that is explicitly given by the substitution fonnula, whereas it must
he derived when no substitution is used. For example the fonnula <>o(a Ub) ~ o<>b was thus
evaluated faster by the original program.
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6. ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM

6.1 Extraction ofmodels

In the previous sections we have described an algorithm that deals with the satisfiability problem.
The basic idea here was to determine the existence of models for some formula, which would
immediately yield satisfiability. However the program does not really find PTL models for the
formula, but a state graph that holds them. And only some paths in this graph will present valid
models for the formula. Thus the program only states whether a model exist, but not what it looks
like exactly.

To actually obtain models from the graph the eventuality constraint must he used. This constraint
states which variables must he fulfilled in future states and a path must meet these requirements in
order to he a model. Here the division in Strongly Connected Components (SCC) once more
proves to he useful, for every model will finaIly stay within a single SCC and thus the extraction
can he restricted to the SCC's. Thus we now have to find cycIes within a SCC that satisfy their
eventualities. Together with any path leading to them these cycIes will be PTL modeIs for the
original formula. Further it will he cIear that such cycles can only exist within a self-satisfiable
Scc.

Despite of these observations the problem still remains complex, as there may be many different
cycIes within a SCC. If n is the numher of edges within the SCC then there may exist up to 3,,/3
elementary cycIes (conjecture), i.e. cycles that do not pass states more than once. And these
elementarycycles could he used to form combined cycles, by choosing some and chaining them
together. In order to find a model at most n elementary cycIes may have to he combined. For this
would include a cycle that passes all edges at least once, which would certainly he a model.
Therefore the maximum numher of paths that should he considered is

This of course is a worst case calculation and the numher of elementary cycles in a graph actually
influences the maximum numher of cycles that may have to he combined. To illustrated this some
graphs are presented in figure 5-1 that respectively give a maximum numher of elementary cycles
and a maximum numher of combinations necessary to chain all edges together. The fust graph
consists of three vertices and nine edges (n=9); the numher of elementary cycles now proves to be
maximum, i.e. 3,,/3 = 27, but only three of them will suffice to link all edges together. In the
second graph there is only one vertex and therefore the numher of elementary cycles equals the
numher of edges (n = 4); however all of them must he used in order to link all edges. Similar
examples can easily he found for any other numher of edges.

The most simple method to find a valid model within a SCC would he to link all edges together in
a combined cycIe. As the SCC was self-satisfiable this cycIe will also he and thus it will present a
model. It must he noted here that it will not suffice to incIude all vertices in a cycle, for the
eventualities are satisfied on the edges and states may he reached through more edges than one.
However it may not he so easy to link all edges together since this might mean that all possible
combinations of elementary cycles have to he examined (up to a maximum of n cycles). And as
this amount will mostly he substantial, it therefore conflicts with any attempt to find models
algorithmically. Further the model found will he rather complex. where our goal would he to find
a simple one.
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Figure 6·1. Maximum number of elementary cycles and combinations

Another method would be to find out which edges are important This could be done by examining
the edge labels and comparing them to the eventualities that must be fulfilled. And next these
inevitable edges are gathered in a cycle. However this problem in no different trom the previous
since many edges may be inevitabIe. And there is an additional problem when only one of some
set of edges is required. This would be the case when some eventuality could be satisfied by a
number of edges.

Finally models could be build piece by piece, which would be the most proper way. Here we
could start to find all elementary cycles in the SCC in a depth first manner and try to construct a
combined model in the meantime. Here the importance of a elementary cycle that is found might
be examined by looking at the eventualities it satisfies. And only if it helps to satisfy eventualities
or if it is necessary to connect other elementary cycles it will be added to the combined model. If
more than one cycle is found to be useful they will have to be combined to form one cycle. Here
there are two cases that must be considered. First of all the cycles may have some part (edges and
vertices) in common, in which case they can easily be combined once the common part has been
identified. However if there does not exist a common part a third cycle would have to be added
that bas parts in common with both. In figure 6-2 the combination of cycles is illustrated. As the
number of useful cycles is only bounded to the number of edges. the algorithm required will be
rather complex. Therefore the search of all elementary cycles may still be required and in addition
they will have to be stored in order temporarily as it may not be clear immediately whether they
are needed to construct the model.

Figure 6-2. Combination of elementary cycles for model extraction

6.2 Implementation of true andfalse

The verification program allows the use of true and fa/se as special constants in formulas. This is
useful as one might want to verify a relation like: of = (true Uf)o These variables have been
implemented by means of areplacement with formulas that are fa/se respectively true:

fa/se = Xo I'\-,Xo,
true =x] V-,XI,
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where Xo and XI are some newly introduced (auxiliary) variables.

This implementation through substitution has certain disadvantages. First of all il does nol
consider special simplification mIes thal apply 10 true/fa/se. And further the fonnulas are made
more complex whal will add LO the time consumption of the program. 11 musl he noted here thal
the fonnulas in DNF may grow considerabie due 10 the substilutions. For example

(true Ufa/se) (6-4)

leads 10

«X 0 v -,Xo) U(XI A -,XI )),

due 10 the substilutions for true and fa/se and in the verification process due 10 further
substilUtions:

YAD(y H «XIA-,XI)v(XOV-,XO)A(-,XI VXI)AOYA<>(XIA-,XI))).

Y A D«-,y v «XIA-,XI) v (xo v -,Xo) A (-,XI v XI) A Oy A <>Z)) A

(y V «-,XI VXI)A(-'XO AXO)V(XIA-,X l)v o-,y vD(-'XI VXI))))A

D«-,zv(XIA-,XI))A(ZV(-,XI VXI)))'

However the original fonnula could immedialely he reduced 10 a simple fa/se statement.
Therefore il should he considered 10 build in a separate variabie for true and fa/se and apply
simplification mIes whenever true or fa/se occurs in a fonnula:

true v f = true,
fa/se v f =f,

true Af = f,
fa/se Af =fa/se,

true Uf =fv-,f A true A o (true Uf) =<>f.
fa/se Uf = fv -,fAfa/se A o (ja/se Uf) = f.

f Utrue =true v fa/se AfA 0 (j Ufa/se) =true,
fU fa/se =fa/se v true AfA o(jUfa/se) =fa/se,

(the eventuality accompanying the strong until can never he fulfilled by false)

<>true =true v fa/se A 0 <>true =true,
<>fa/se = fa/se v true A 0<>fa/se = fa/se,

Dtrue =true A o Dtrue =ODtrue,
Dfa/se = fa/se A o Dfa/se = fa/se,

Other mIes are fonned by consequently applying the mIes thal are given.

6.3 Formula simplification

In the verification process simplification of fonnulas must he considered an importanl 1001 as it
can reduce process time considerably. Simplification is always based on same general mIe thal
holds for the logic. however il may nol he easy 10 implemenl all existing mIes. The obvious reason
here is that it requires examination of same formula, which may not always he easy. Therefore
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only few simplification can he done.

In our case simplification requires some operations on the binary tree, which is used to capture
PTL fonnulas initially. These operations may to take some work in the fonnula tree, but the
advantage in the tedious expansion process wiIl probably he greater. Some simple equalities were
recognised already by the verification program:

double negation: ...,...,f = f

removal of excessive 0 and <>: 0 Of = of
<><>f= <>f

Further simplification fonnulas that could easily he implemented are:

removal of excessive 0 and <>: <>o<>f =o<>f
0<>of = <>of

remOVal of special until: o(fU g) = o(fv g) A0<>g
<>(fUg) = <>g
<>o(fUg) = <>o(fv g)o<>g
o<>(fUg) = O<>g

propagation of <>0 and 0<>: <>o(fAg) = <>ofA<>Og
O<>(fvg) =o<>fvo<>g

(6-9)

(6-lOa)
(6-IOb)

(6-IIa)
(6-IIb)

(6-12a)
(6-12b)
(6-12c)
(6-12d)

(6-13a)
(6-13b)

Figure 6-3. Tree compaction for a U(<>(a Ab) vo(a Ab»

The operations given so far are similar with regard to the work they require: all of them only
depend on certain sequences of temporal operators and not on the fonnulas they relate to.
Therefore their implementation is very simple. However other simplifications wiIl depend on
fonnulas also, for example:
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simpIe inclusion: f v f 1\ g = f
fl\(jvg)=f
fv-.fl\g =fvg

Such simplifications thus require exhaustive comparison in the binary tree. Here it must he noted
that simplification is usually implemented by a recursive process and thus once some part of the
tree is simplified it will he considered again for further simplification. Therefore the binary tree is
not a very suitable structure. Some improvement could he obtained if the tree was compacted, i.e.
parts that represent the same subformulas are compacted. As a consequence search for equality in
subtrees can he done by comparison of pointers, which of course is much faster than comparison
of the subtrees themselves. It must he noted here that compaction was already done for the leaves
(variables) of the tree. In figure 6-3 compaction is illustrated for a U(<> (a 1\ b) v 0 (a 1\ b». Fully
simplified this formula would become <>(a 1\ b), however to obtain this result a number of
simplification mIes are necessary.

There are many special mIes with regard to PTL that can he used in the extensive field of formula
simplification. For all of them their use should he weighted to their costs carefully hefore they are
implemented. Here it must not only he considered how much work they require, but also how
frequently they will occur.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The satisfiability checker for propositional temporaI logic has enabled us to deal with certain
timing verification of hardware. However the program was found to be slow for large examples.
This dependency with regard to performance is due to the complexity of the satisfiability problem.

In order to improve performance some changes have been considered. First it has been tried to add
hierarchy in the graph construction. This is especially useful if many specifications are to be tested
on a single description.

And further we have tried to omit the substitution necessary to deal with the eventuality
constraint. For some formulas this was found to be advantageous. However often the strong
character of untils is used in formulas and then the original program proved to be faster as the
substitution explicitly states this character.

Thus no reaI improvement of performance have been achieved; advantages found were always
restricted to some (set of) examples. Still there are many aspects that not have been considered
yet; especiaIly adding more hierarchy and simplification seems to be advantageous here. lt must
be noted however that the problem is PSPACE- complete and thus the exponential relation with
complexity will always remain.

Finally the extraction of mDdels from the state graph has been found to be rather difficult, as there
are many possible paths to be considered.
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